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Reports have emerged from Europe documenting extremely rare events of arterial and venous thrombosis
associated with low platelets following the AstraZeneca/COVISHIELD adenovirus vector COVID-19 vaccines.
There have been no cases reported in Canada.
The observed condition is being called by some hematologists “vaccine-induced prothrombotic
immune thrombocytopenia” (VIPIT). This syndrome has not yet been proven to be vaccine induced but has
been observed in persons receiving the vaccine within 4-20 days. The actual rate of occurrence is unclear as
all data from global observations are not yet available. It appears to be extremely rare, occurring in anywhere
from 1 in every 125,000 to 1 in 1 million people following AstraZeneca/COVISHIELD COVID-19 vaccines.1, 2, 3
Most cases have occurred in women <55 years of age, however, this may reflect a bias to women receiving
the vaccine more than men in this age group because of the decision to prioritize front-line health care
workers. There is no known association between this syndrome and pregnancy. With an abundance of
caution, until further data is available, Canada has paused use of the AstraZeneca/COVISHIELD COVID-19
vaccines for individuals <55 years of age. Until the nature of these events is further examined, the SOGC does
not recommend the use of AstraZeneca/COVISHIELD COVID-19 vaccines for individuals <55 years of age
keeping in line with current National Advisory Committee of Immunization (NACI) and Health Canada
recommendations.3, 4
It is important to note that the thrombotic events observed in association with the AstraZeneca/COVISHIELD
COVID-19 vaccines are an extremely rare and, given the number of doses given to pregnant women at this
point, it is statistically unlikely that a prenatal provider in Canada will have to identify or manage a case of
vaccine-induced prothrombotic immune thrombocytopenia (VIPIT). If you suspect VIPIT, a diagnosis and
management algorithm has been proposed by the group at Science Table (COVID-19 Advisory for Ontario)
and is available on their website.5 Given the unique physiologic and hematologic characteristics of pregnancy,
we advise urgent consultation with hematology prior to administration of anticoagulants if VIPIT is being
considered.
Importantly, these rare adverse events have not been described for mRNA vaccines and appear not related
to the spike protein. Pregnant women can continue to be vaccinated using mRNA vaccines as they become
eligible according to the jurisdictional eligibility schemes.
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